UNCOVER YOUR
CITY’S POTENTIAL
WITH IOT
TECHNOLOGY
WHAT IS THE INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT)?
The term "Internet of Things" or IoT refers to digital devices—now numbering in the billions—that
operate across networks. As opposed to the traditional Internet (of people), the IoT is comprised
solely of smart sensors and other devices. IoT technology gathers operational data that can be
used instantly or analyzed by urban planners for greater insights. Ultimately, this data can
transform how cities are managed and positively impact how city residents live, work and play.

WHAT DOES IOT DO?
Simply put, IoT devices are a conduit for information. When applied, this information drives
city-wide initiatives and services that improve citizens’ lives, making them easier, healthier and
more enjoyable. By connecting the unconnected, IoT devices create opportunities for you to gain
important insights quickly and regularly. HPE’s IoT solutions can increase efﬁciency within your
city departments, foster deeper citizen engagement and inspire more businesses to call your
city home.

WHAT’S THE BIG IOT DEAL?
The number of devices connected to the Internet – including the machines, sensors and
cameras that make up the IoT – continues to grow at a steady pace. A forecast from
International Data Corporation (IDC) estimates that by 2025, there will be 41.8 billion devices
connected IoT platforms, generating 73.1 zettabytes (ZB) of data worldwide.1
1 International Data Corporation (IDC) Report, Business Models for the Long-Term Storage of Internet of Things Use Case Data.
2 Deloitte. Smart City, Smart Nation

THE SMART CITY TRENDS:

IOT IS EVERYWHERE!
From tiny municipalities to major metropolitan areas, city managers, IT teams and other
decision-makers like you are implementing IoT devices and improving citizen’s lives. IoT helps to
lower costs, increase public safety, support environmental sustainability and foster greater
citizen involvement. Explore just a few of the top IoT smart city trends below.2
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IMPROVEMENT

SMART STREET
LIGHTING

Create safer neighborhoods
and save on electricity costs

CROWDSOURCING AND
EMERGENCY APPS

Enable communities to send
and receive information quickly

ELECTRIC GRID
MONITORING

Conserve resources save
on costs

DRONES &
SMART CARS

Assess trafﬁc patterns and
track accidents to create safer
and more efﬁcient roadways

DEVICES THAT
IDENTIFY GUNSHOTS

Promote public safety and
quicker EMS response times

SMART SECURITY AND
CRIME PREVENTION

Safeguard citizens and
protect businesses

DOES MY CITY NEED IOT?
You may be wondering, “Is there value to
implementing IoT solutions in my city?” There is.
Real-time data captured at the source empowers you
to automate, control and predict outcomes. With IoT
data, your IT and urban planning teams will gain a
high-level view of how their city systems are working.
Plus, they'll never have to wait for information that
can help them do their jobs.

THREE STEPS TO GETTING STARTED

BUILD YOUR IOT KNOWLEDGE.

The more you know, the more conﬁdent you’ll be in your decisions
and implementation.

SCALE YOUR IMPLEMENTATION.

Think big but start small to gain momentum through small wins.

NURTURE YOUR RELATIONSHIP
WITH COMPANIES LIKE HPE.

The more we know about your needs, the more we can advise you.

Explore the Common Unity content library  to dive deeper into HPE technology.
Then, let HPE guide and equip you with the IT, skills, security and services you
need to implement IoT in your smart city and spark transformational results.

